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PERSPECTIVES

Up to now

•Magic bullet
•Two-step flow

Today

•Critical Theory and Cultural Studies

Monday

•Cultivation theory



CRITICAL THEORY

The “Frankfurt School”

•Sociologists 
• 1920s-1933 in Frankfurt
• 1935: New York City

Three major puzzles

•Why did working classes not revolt in West?
•Rise of Nazism in highly developed society
•Commercialism of media in U.S.



CONCERNS WITH CULTURE

Why “culture”?

• Interest in how media represents culture in 
interaction with the existing culture

•Also deals with how power works within a 
society; asks how media are used by elites to 
maintain power

•To reproduce the system in which they have 
power



FRANKFURT SCHOOL’S ANSWER

Media are one “means of production”

•…that produces culture
• (Marxist influence)

Culture is made up of:

•Values
•Beliefs
• “Myths”
•Common sense

…that are inherently political



HOW IS CULTURE INHERENTLY 
POLITICAL?

Values, beliefs, myths…

Make sense out of social life…

And explain why it should be one way

… and not be some other way

Serves to legitimize some processes/ 
systems/people

…and delegitimize others



BIRTH OF A NATION (1915)

From a Frankfurt School perspective:
Reinforcement of cultural fears of Af Americans

Values

•White “chivalry”
Beliefs

•African American menace
Myths

•Of danger, of threat to system
Legitimizes systems of repression

• (Jim Crow laws, segregation, etc.)



EXILE FROM GERMANY

1930s: Climate in Germany becomes hostile

Move to the United States, esp. New York

Columbia University and the New School

Attention turns to deployment of cultural 
production in highly private, capitalist media 
system





FRANKFURT SCHOOL’S INSIGHTS

In any communication event, but especially mass 
media, power is present

The opportunity to speak through mass media—or 
shape its content—is a form of power

Content’s ultimate intent is often to reproduce 
existing power structures



CULTURAL STUDIES AND STUART HALL
Born Jamaica, 1932

Traditional, 
anglophile family

Rhodes scholarship, 
emigrated to UK

“If I have one hope it is that it 
could be possible to be black 
and British the way that it is 
possible to be Scottish and 
British”



CULTURAL STUDIES

Informed by Frankfurt School; also concerned with 
power and its reproduction through mass messages

But recognition that messages are created within a 
society

Filmmakers, journalists live in a culture; they also 
must produce messages that make sense in that 
culture.



Mass  media  messages

“Culture”



CULTURAL STUDIES: 2 KEY CONCEPTS
1) Representation

•To depict, to show, to present
•To re-present implies presenting something 

that is already there
•BUT: “Representation is the way in which 

meaning is given to the things depicted”
•Existing meaning OR new meaning

Messages thus have the power to reinforce or 
assign new meaning to people and cultural objects



REPRESENTATION: CONVENTIONAL & CHALLENGING

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=azM6xSTT2I0



2) Resistance

•People are not just passive receivers of 
messages
•When messages conflict with beliefs or values, 

people may resist them
• Interpretation is also not pre-determined for 

all audience members
•Different people will interpret and/or resist 

different messages in different ways



CULTURAL STUDIES: SUMMARY

This does NOT mean that media messages are 
neutral or insignificant—their representations may 
still be consequential, and may reproduce power 
structures

BUT: content does come from within a culture

AND it may be re-interpreted or resisted by 
individuals within the culture it enters



SEE YOU 
WEDNESDAY


